Melvin Paul
This has to be the MOST INSANE proposal this state has ever made! There is no infrastructure to
support all EV's. Most people cannot afford them! Battery replacements are $20,000 plus! In cold
weather they don't work well. We have plenty of gasoline in the country! We cannot even support
the ones on the road now. Told not to charge at night! Not practical for road trips. Take too long to
charge. Homes are not equipped with charging stations...very expensive. There is absolutely
nothing about this idea that makes any sense at all. Fine, if you want an EV buy one...but for
heavens sake don't ban gas powered sales. This is one liberal idea that is total
insanity!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! A quick way to to get all these liberals voted out of office for sure! This will
cause a shortage of gas stations and those of us who cannot afford a $60,000 car will be paying a
fortune for gas. Hybrid cars are the way to go!!!!!!! You put in a little gas and it powers a hybrid
electric motor. Works wonderfully. We have a hybrid RAV 4 and get 45 MPG - what is wrong with
that. The world runs on gas and we need it! Furthermore banning new construction for natural gas totally clean energy- is another INSANE idea. What happens when we have continual shortages of
electricity - winter time - cannot use gas cook - no hot water - what about a generator - that runs on
gas also. When snowing EVs are useless have you even thought about that! Wake up and stop this
insanity!!!!! You will cause a greater exit from this state than already is happening. People do not
want this and what gives the governor the power to do this. Should this not be voted on by the
people. Unconstitutional to say the least!

